
DAAS Tutorial Series               -           DAAS4Pro/DAAS4USB

Crossover network measurements – 
electrical frequency response measurement on passive devices with DAAS

In this tutorial we want to show you how to carry out a measurement on a crossover network, an electrical 
frequency response measurement with your DAAS analyzer. Our tutorials are not intended to replace the 
DAAS reference manual, see it mainly as an instruction set for training.

What do we need ? A working crossover network, speaker cables with bananas at one side, the other side 
e.g. crocodile clamps („crocos“), further a shielded cable  with one side  male BNC connector and the other 
side also „crocos“, a  4Ohm and an 8 Ohm load resistor  -  and of course a DAAS. 

Condition is the correct installation of the DAAS  and its software - it has to be ready for action.

Some words about the cables and the device under test

Lets take a look at the shielded  cable (the other one is too simple to talk about it). You can roll your own if 
your are skilled in making cables or buy one from your dealer for electronic stuff.  The shown cable was 
selfmade, one side is BNC male, the other side wears „crocos“. The red „croco“ leads the signal (inner pin of 
the BNC connector), the black one is 0V/ground (housing of the BNC connector). 

You will need this cable for different measurements, so it is worth it to buy one or make one.
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The crossover network, our device under test (DUT)

Here we have a commercial made crossover for our demonstration purposes, of course your crossover will look 
quite different, but in the end they are all similar, so it doesn't matter that they look different. This is a 2nd order 
highpass. Take a look at the picture of our crossover, it's connectors are marked.

Important: a crossovers transfer function can only be seen if the circuit is proper terminated. That means we 
have to simulate our speaker that builds the natural load for the crossover to see the „right“ transfer function – 
therefore we substitute it with a real resistor, in our case a power resistor of 8 Ohms (marked green in the pic). 
Connect it directly to the output connectors of the crossover.  Remember: what we do is for demo purposes, if 
you want to see the final transfer function of your speaker/crossover combination, use the target speaker as the 
load resistor. But to learn how it works, a real resistor will do the job nicely.

Building up the Measurement

Input side of the crossover network

Please contact your speaker cable to the connectors named „out“, just the way as shown,  the red socket leads 
signal, the blue one beneath it represents ground (0V). The other side of the cable should contact the crossover 
input sockets.  Wire the (+) from the DAAS output to the (+) of the crossover input, do the same with the (-) 
ground cable.  
Hint: this is nearly the same wiring scheme if you would wire the DAAS for an acoustical frequency response 
measurement on speakers, take a look at the next picture that shows the DAAS frontend:
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Hint: pay attention to a proper and stable wiring from the device under test and the DAAS frontend, avoid 
shortcuts or open connections because it will lead to faulty results. 

Output side of the crossover network

Now the shielded BNC cable comes into play, connect it's BNC connector to the input socket marked „Line In“ 
at the DAAS frontend. Connect the other side of this cable (the „crocos“) to the output terminals of the 
crossover network or directly to the wires of the load resistor, as shown in the picture below. Besides, this 
picture shows the whole bench, so you can see the complete wiring.
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To get a closer look, here is an extract of this picture that shows the connectors more precisely.

Be sure not to interchange the polarity between the input and output cables, this would cause a short 
circuit!

DAAS main window

After the setup, we start the DAAS audio analyzer. Click the program icon and DAAS comes up with its basic 
screen. Please look at the picture below, the substantial functions are marked, it is to remember you  were to 
find the basic controls at a glance.
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Frequency response measurement (electrical)

We want a frequency response of our crossover network, a passive 4 pole-device, so we have to select the right 
measurement.
Click „Measurements“, marked with a green No.1  and a pull-down menue opens. Follow in the order of the 
green numbers, choose  No.2  „Frequency response“ and then No.3 „Electrical systems (e.g. Amplifiers)“.  

We entered the frequency response measurement, (electrical – electrical). What does this mean? Now, the first 
measurement is the reference measurement, it will be done in an electrical path. The second measurement will 
be done in an electrical path as well, therefore it is called electrical – electrical. 

Preparing the internal relais functions 

Before we can carry out the reference measurement, we have to do some presets. DAAS is a multifunctional 
audio analyzer, there are a lot of measurements we can do with it. Due to the big amount of possibilities DAAS 
must be preset for the desired measuring application. To do this, we click on [F3 – Setup Frontend].  
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Now please click on the both small rectangular buttons, once for „Rel.1“ and once for „Rel.3“. If you were 
successful, both buttons will lit up yellow, like shown in the picture above.  Please click „Accept and close“
and a new screen appears, very similar to the first one.
Please activate a relais as well in this screen, but this time „Rel.3 only“. Again, click „Accept and Close“ and 
the screen disappears.   Preset is done.

What happend? Now, the first window was the relais preset for the reference measurement: 
„Rel.1“ means, DAAS „looks“ for the reference measurement to it's built-in power amplifier output. 
„Rel.3“ means, the signal from this built-in power amplifier is directed to the output connectors „Out“ at the 
frontplate.  To delve deeper,  look at the graphic on the preset screens – they show a simplified schematic 
diagram  (block-diagram) of the DAAS frontend. Now it is easy to understand at which measurent a relais has 
to be activated.   

 Reference measurement

We have to start with a reference measurement, because the system has to know the measurement signal 
(stimulus) in its structure and its level.  This reference measurement is an „internal“ measurement, the relais 
inside the DAAS frontend switch to the right position automatically. But -  maybe we have to change the input 
range. Again, follow in the order of the green numbers and select the input range +-20V. You have to do this 
only once, DAAS will remember your settings if you come back to it next time. 
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Let's carry out the reference measurement, press or click [F1 - Start Reference Meas.]  key:
If everthing works fine, we see the noise signal in the time domain on the screen:

Looks good, no overload is visible and DAAS does not bleat „signal to small“, therefore we accept the 
reference measurement and thus confirm with [F1 - OK].  Remark: if anything is not as you expected, press 
[F2 – Repeat] and repeat the reference measurement with changed settings.

„Device under test“ measurement

Now we have to do the „real“ measurement, the measurement on the „device-under-test crossover“ (DUT). 
Maybe you want to change something concerning the input sensivity of the electrical input - now is the right 
time to do this. As mentioned earlier, follow the order of the green numbers and again select the +-20Volt 
input range.  You have to do this only once, DAAS will remember your settings if you come back to it next 
time.
If you now click [F1-Start]  you'll notice again the noise signal in the time domain on the screen  -  similar to 
the one in the picture before. 
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Confirm with [F1- OK] and you finally get the desired frequency response like shown in the next picture:

We have to look at the „-3dB point“, the crossover point of our DUT. This network was stated with a crossover 
point at 7500Hz@12dB/Oct. Let's see if this is right. Please click the right mouse button and keep it down – a 
crosshair appears. Move this crosshair (with right mouse button downhold) over the screen, just to the point 
where the frequency response line meets the -3dB mark. Additionally, click the left mouse button and then 
release the right mouse button. Voilá, the crosshair freezes on the screen and you can read the value: f: 7464Hz 
y: -3dB   Ok, this nicely meets the stated value from the manufacturer. If you printout this screen, this crosshair 
stays on your document Yes, it is in fact that easy. 

Whats missing? It is the                         Transfer function

To get the complete transfer function (like Bode plot) we miss the phase response. We can get it if we click 
[F2 Phase] and the next screen shows us the transfer function, the red line is the phase response:
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Slope steepness

Another thing that is interesting is the slope steepness of a network. No problem with a DAAS analyzer.

The procedure is very similar to the one with the crosshair-readout:
Click the right mouse button directly on the frequency response line, lets say at 1KHz. The crosshair appears 
again.  Keep the right mouse button  pressed and addtionally press the left [Shift] key at your keyboard – also 
keep this button pressed. Now move the crosshair to an upper point of the frequency response line, lets say 
7KHz. Let go both buttons ( first the [Shift] key and then the mouse button) and the crosshair freezes and 
shows the slope steepness of the frequency response.

The readout says: Slope: 12dB/Oct.  Now, that's what we expected, everthing is fine with this crossover 
network, except maybe the slight bump from appr. 11KHz up  to 13KHz.
Remark: if you want to know the slope steepness of a highpass, beginn with the crosshair from left bottom of 
the frequency response line and then go up to the right. If you want to know the slope steepness from a lowpass, 
do it the opposite way: begin from the right bottom of the line and go up to the left. 

Learn something more about crossover networks

What, if we make a wrong termination to the crossover, lets say we terminate with 4 Ohms instead of 8 Ohms?
Sure we will get a different frequency response. And what if there is no termination at all ? 
We can see this easily with DAAS, we only have to repeat our above shown measurements but with an 4 Ohms 
resistor or even without one. 

At first we repeat the above measurement and we get the frequency response we already  know. Do not press 
any further key at this moment, the screen shows [F1 – repeat] for the [F1] key. 
So we change the load resistor to 4Ohms, contact again our „crocos“ to the new resistor and press the left 
[Shift] key and keep it pressed. Now press once the [F1] key.  We get a second frequency response line, like 
shown on the following picture.  This DAAS function is called „quick repeat“. It gives you an overlay 
frequency response with the same parameters as with the former frequency response measurement.
As expected, the new frequency response with the 4 Ohms load looks flatter, but has the same steepness.
However, we can not use it as stated, the -3dB point moves up to 13600Hz, we would get a significant 
missmatch with our target speaker. Surely it would sound awful.  We see, the load resistance is critical for the 
correct transfer function. A picture further shows the frequency response without any load resistor - we get a 
heavy overshoot at around 10KHz.
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Frequency response with a  4 Ohms load resistance (intentional mismatch)

Frequency response without any load resistor

Now lets look at the frequency response of a bandpass. This is  a highpass and a lowpass daisy-chained.
The procedure  is the same as already displayed, so we look straight at the result. The picture shows the 
complete transfer function (frequency response plus phase response).
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Now we get two „-3dB points“, a lower and an upper one.  Both are shown, together with the mid-frequency 
point. They were all made with the crosshair read-out method.

A quick repeat measurement with both, bandpass and highpass

What will we get if we do a quickrepeat measurement like the one with the changed load resistors, but this time 
we change the complete crossover ( don't forget to connect the load resistor with both measurements) ?
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What we see is a combination of both frequency response measurements in one screen. 
You may imagine what you will get if you do another quickrepeat measurement but with an addtional lowpass 
–  yes, you're right, then you get the frequency response of a 3-way crossover network, all in a single screen. 

--

Thank you for your patience reading this tutorial – we wish you good luck with your measurement job!

Yours sincerely,
the adm engineering team 
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